**Student Voice and Choice -**

Is the central tenet of MSD of Wayne Township student-centered classrooms.

**Challenge:** Provide equitable and efficient access to top quality digital content giving our students the autonomy to make decisions about their learning.

**Solution:** A Learning Management System that can deliver an all-encompassing digital library for personalized learning where teachers and students find:

1. **HIGHLY CURATED RESOURCES ALIGNED TO STANDARDS WITH ADDITIONAL META-TAGS**
   - To enable granular searches

2. **IN VARIOUS FORMATS**
   - To accommodate individual student needs and preferences

3. **A CENTRAL CONNECTION FOR COMMUNICATIONS BETWEEN TEACHERS, STUDENTS AND PARENTS**

**RETURN ON INVESTMENT**

Anytime, Anywhere Access through any type of device giving students voice and choice in their learning

Access to highly curated and varied resources (adopted, OER, teacher-created) via Single Sign-On

Individual learning paths and data-transparency built right into the platform

With Wayne Learning Hub district has sunset legacy tools that syphon money from instructional materials allotment budgets (Rubicon Atlas - curriculum mapping product) while adding OER content via Gooru and Knovation